
Diploma Tutor Learning Pathway

Summary: A design for my learning pathway to becoming a diploma tutor, this
will develop into my tutor CPD pathway. This design was straightforward: I used
my observations on my own motivations, fears and skills and my experiences at

diploma tutor training to identify areas for development. I then applied the
principles to generate a pathway. The most important aspect of this design is

keeping a 'live' pathway which can be altered as needed and which is regularly
updated with steps taken and learning experiences. This greatly increases the value

of the design to me and is something I will use in the future.
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Introduction
After attending the APDC in summer 2010, then teaching the intro course that winter, I reached some 
conclusions about what I wanted to do after completing my diploma. I felt teaching on group courses was not 
realistic in the short term but tutoring one-to-one is something that I enjoy a great deal and could be good at. 
With that in mind I attended a tutor training course in September 2011. One of the requirements to register as a
tutor is to submit a 'Continuous Professional Development Plan' (CPD) to the Association. My final diploma 
design was therefore a pathway to become a Diploma tutor which will also form a precursor to my CPD. I 
decided to use CEAP for this design.

Collect Information
Examining zone 0

I first considered my motivations for becoming a tutor – the skills, qualities and experience I have that I felt were 
relevant, and the fears I had about becoming a tutor.

Observations during tutor training sept 2011

Skills, abilities and qualities required to be a tutor as identified by the group :

• Coaching and Mentoring
• Interpersonal: rapport building (listening, patience, good attention, humour etc.)
• Giving feedback (diplomatic, constructive etc.)
• Management (time management, facilitation, organisation, ability to hone in on critical points)
• Technical: design (knowledge & design frameworks, tools & methods)
• Implementation experience
• Specialisms (own specialisms within permaculture)

My additional observations:

• I noticed that listening well could allow the apprentice to work through to their own solution.
• Skills are needed for dealing with different sorts of apprentices e.g. those lacking in confidence, or who have 
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difficulty accepting advice.
• Judging what is enough to accredit can be very difficult without experience.

Observations on my own abilities:

I was able to assess my own performance during tutorial role-plays; the feedback I received from others on my 
role-plays was good. I found that I slipped into the tutoring role quite naturally, enjoyed it and feel I have the 
aptitude to become a good tutor. The thing that impacted most upon my performance was how confident I was 
feeling. In the Evaluation section I assess myself against the criteria on the previous page.

One thing that came up from this and previous experiences (teaching the intro course) is that I am not aware 
enough of permaculture projects around the country, meaning that I can't give people many examples except 
from my own experience.

Observations on what has boosted my confidence in the past:

Being honest about feeling nervous
Having projects to work on
Having knowledge and experience to share
Watching other people do things and knowing I could do it just as well or better
Doing the thing I am nervous about and having it go well

Requirements for registration

Below is a summary of the requirement for tutor registration given to me at the tutor training:

Before being a tutor

-Gain diploma
-Attend tutor training 
-Create and submit a designers CV
-Create and submit a CPD
-Upload 3 examples of design work onto the PC association website
-Sign the tutor contract

To stay a tutor

-Attend a CPD event every 2 years
-Attend a Diploma gathering every 3 years

To deliver portfolio assessments

-Attend a CPD day
-Attend portfolio assessment tutor training
-Shadow a senior tutor
-Pass an assessment of my portfolio assessment tutorial
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Evaluate
Skills, abilities and qualities

My evaluation, and that of the other tutors, of my performance during tutorial role plays, against the criteria 
identified at the tutor training was as follows:

Coaching and mentoring: I am generally good at gentle direction and signposting, but could at times be more 
proactive in getting the apprentice to be active during the tutorial, e.g. sketching out pathway, or suggesting 
courses of action when necessary.

Interpersonal: Excellent listening and good attention and patience; I am generally confident in my interpersonal 
skills, but aware that some people may find me a bit quiet.

Giving feedback: I always managed to be diplomatic and constructive and give the apprentice confidence. I was 
also good at reflecting back what the apprentice communicated to me.

Management: I can get flustered if I am nervous but I am good at preparing well. I was good at keeping session 
focused in the role play, though I am not sure yet whether I can do this consistently.

Technical: I have good knowledge of design processes and my experience is still growing.

Implementation experience: In some areas I have good experience but at times feel this is lacking, especially of 
larger projects, as I tend to work on my own a lot.

Specialisms: I have areas I am especially interested in but it will take more time to build up my experience.
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SWOC Analysis

Strengths Weaknesses Opportunities Constraints

-I enjoy tutoring
-Some good interpersonal skills (listening etc.)
-Motivated: I really want to do this
-Good knowledge of design process
-Good at researching
-Some specialist interests

-Lack of confidence
-Weak networking
-Lack of knowledge of projects
-Lack of assertiveness/pro-activeness
-Limited experience in working with different 
apprentices
-Experience of PC projects could be broader
-Struggling to get diploma finished in a timely 
fashion

-Existing self-employment
-Existing tutors are friendly & helpful
-CPD can be a diploma project
-More people doing the diploma; potential 
apprentices
-Diploma gatherings are a chance to learn and 
network
-Link up with tutors near by
-Can earn part of my living through PC

-Limited time: baby, finishing diploma
-Can't tutor until I've finished diploma
-Limited opportunities for shadowing: small 
number of tutors in Scotland
-Time will be needed to widen experience and 
boost confidence
-Don't feel able to make use of teaching on 
PDCs to boost confidence and experience

Main Functions

Build confidence: The areas identified for improvement in the tutor assessment criteria are largely related to confidence, e.g. getting flustered, not being proactive enough, so 
building up confidence is going to be an important factor in my CPD. Increased confidence will also improve my networking skills.

Improve networking: I have been aware since the intro course I taught in december 2010 that I am lacking in this area. Improvements will allow me to keep up to date with what is 
happening in Permaculture circles, provide better signposting to apprentices and provide me with a bigger stock of practical examples, as well as increasing my confidence.

Achieve requirements to register as a tutor: These are essential milestones on my pathway to becoming a tutor.

Growing knowledge and experience: There are many areas where I would like to grow my knowledge and experience, the most important ones to focus on in this initial pathway 
are: 

-Knowledge of what is being taught on Scottish PDCs: there is now an agreed curriculum and it is important I am aware of the knowledge base with which students are beginning 
the diploma

-Knowledge of working permaculture projects

-Increased implementation experience will improve my understanding of students' projects and the issues they may be dealing with. I will be better able to give apprentices practical 
advice when necessary. It will also serve to increase my confidence.

Gain tutoring experience: This includes observation experience – shadowing. By seeing how different tutors work, how they run their tutorials and what issues arise I will be able to 
provide more effective tutoring to my apprentices. Once I actually start working directly with apprentices I expect my tutoring to improve as I work with a wider range of people. 
Experience will also do a great deal to boost my confidence.



Apply The Principles
In general

 Each step (element) along the pathway can serve multiple functions, for example many of the steps required 
for registration can be used as opportunities to build confidence or gain experience.

Regular evaluation of the yield obtained; record in my pathway which functions a particular step was meeting
and whether it did this effectively.

The shadowing and assessments will provide plenty opportunity for feedback. I will use this to improve my 
skills and adjust my pathway.

Each important function will be supported by many steps, for example there are many opportunities for me 
to build my network and increase my awareness of projects. Take opportunities to work with different people, 
benefiting from their varied experience and developing confidence in a variety of situations.

Have an overall pathway and make a visual representation of it, fill in the detail and reflections as I progress.

Build confidence

See the pathway as an opportunity to build my confidence, and building confidence as an opportunity to 
move along the pathway.  Reflect upon my progress and achievements along the way by keeping a record of the 
steps taken. I have repeatedly observed confidence is a problem for me, I need to take action to overcome this by 
attending a workshop or training session designed to build confidence.

Recognising and recording my achievements will catch the energy of each step taken and use it to help build 
my confidence.

Taking too large a step outside my comfort zone has backfired in the past, if I sense this is happening I need 
to slow down  

As my confidence grows, use this as a springboard to try myself in new situations and take further steps 
outside my comfort zone.

Improve networking: 

See the need to build networks as an opportunity to make friends and have fun.

 Make connections for the sake of making connections, not just with a particular aim in mind. Build a 
network of beneficial relationships.

Achieve requirements to register as a tutor:

Use the registration requirements as an opportunity to obtain other yields/meet other functions e.g. improve 
networking or build confidence.

Don't rush to register as a tutor, taking things steadily will provide more opportunities to build confidence 
and competence.

Growing knowledge and experience:

 See the need to increase knowledge and experience as a chance to visit lots of permaculture projects and meet
interesting people. Use experiences of what sort of knowledge and experience students want in their tutors to 
identify areas for development.

Record learning experiences to gain long term benefit.

Gain tutoring experience: 

 Shadowing – observing other tutors working – is an effective way to gain experience and build confidence 
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prior to actively tutoring.

 Seek feedback from students and senior tutors on my tutoring skills.

Seek shadowing and feedback from a range of people.

As more people begin to see permaculture as a solution more people will be seeking information and advice 
about applying permaculture in their lives and projects, which may provide valuable teaching opportunities.

Plan The Implementation
Basic visual pathway
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Detailed implementation plan & record

Up until 2013 my focus was on writing up my diploma. As I struggled to find time to write, I did not pursue 
other aspects of my pathway. In Early 2013, when I was making more progress and becoming involved in the 
Permaculture community again, I was able to think about my next steps and put a timescale to the pathway. 

What follows was a working table which I added to as I move along my pathway, last reviewed in May '14. The 
origional version had a clear time scale, at the review however, it became clear I could not predict when the later 
steps would be possible. The current working version of my pathway may be seen in Appendix VII (electronic 
format only).

What When Functions Comments

Tutor Training Sept '11 Reg. requirements, 
Confidence

The tutor training gave me the confidence that
becoming a tutor is an achievable goal and 
provided a lot of useful info for the pathway.

Write up Diploma Finish 
July '13

Reg. requirements, 
Confidence

Writing up my designs turned out to be a 
boost to my confidence though it was 
identified only as a Reg. requirement in the 
original pathway

Volunteer for Scottish 
working group

From 
May '13

Networking, Confidence Taken on roll of treasurer, archiving, 
organising meetings. This has boosted my 
confidence and I feel more connected and in 
touch with what is going on in the 
permaculture world

Sign up to be an 
apprentice LAND assessor

From 
Feb '13

Networking, Knowledge 
& experience, 
Confidence

Primarily involves keeping up with how the 
LAND project is developing and shadowing 
LAND assessors. Have only been on one 
shadowing trip, there are no more currently.

Contact a teacher for 
Scottish Curriculum & 
enquire about shadowing

June '13 Networking, Knowledge 
& experience

James emailed curriculum and said fine to 
shadow even if not intending to teach PDCs. 

Attend Scottish 
Permaculture convergence

June '13 Networking, Knowledge 
& experience

Enjoyed event, not sure how much 
networking I did or how much knowledge 
gained. Did get to know some people better

Arrange portfolio 
Assessment tutorials

ASAP Reg. requirements, 
Confidence

Process very delayed due to issues with PAB 
and approving G & E senior tutors hopefully 
moving forward now (Feb 14)

Contact PAB to check for 
updates to the tutor Reg. 
process

Feb '14 Reg. requirements Found Tutor handbook online, gives an 
outline of process, daunting. Sticking to 
immediate steps! Need to enquire whether I 
must redo tutor training.

Diploma accreditation ? Reg. requirements, 
Confidence, networking

Process very delayed due to issues with PAB 
and approving G & E senior tutors hopefully 
moving forward now (Feb 14)

Research and visit 
permaculture projects

From 
Feb '13

Networking, Knowledge 
& experience, 
Confidence

Only visited Darius, GB and PC Eden, has 
been valuable. Still need to research, don't 
really know what's out there.

Shadow on a PDC  Over 
2014

Networking, Knowledge 
& experience, 

Currently shadowing PDC over weekends. 
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Confidence Good confidence boost so far

Seek implementable land 
based project

NA Knowledge & 
experience, Confidence

Decided this is not practical (time wise) or 
necessary, oppertunities will arise, through my 
own garden first of all.

Read new dip 5.2 
handbook

May '14 Knowledge, Reg. 
requirements

Feel I now have a good grasp of general 
process and different routes. Will need to 
revisit at registration

Contact tutors about 
shadowing diploma 
tutorials

Jun '14 Networking, Knowledge 
& experience, 
Confidence

Not done, moved date forward

Research confidence 
building 
workshops/training

Aug '14 Confidence Struggling to find, very frustrating. Try again 
then reassess, maybe there is another solution.

Shadow on tutorials From Jul
14

Networking, Tutoring 
experience, Confidence

Create tutor profile and 
upload design work

? Reg. requirements,  
networking, Confidence

Need to do after Accreditation, date unknown

Identify further areas of 
knowledge to expand

From 
Aug '14

Knowledge & experience Have identified various things I am interested 
in, plenty opportunities to gain knowledge 
will arise simply through cultivating my new 
garden. Need to add in steps to pathway

Update CPD pathway Sept '14 Reg. requirements, 
Confidence,

Done but could now explore ways improve 
format to make more useful

Review CPD pathway 
with a senior tutor and 
send to PAB

? Reg. requirements, 
Confidence

Need to do after Accreditation, date unknown

Sign the tutor contract ? Reg. requirements, 
Confidence

Need to do after Accreditation, date unknown

Attend tutor CPD day As opp. 
arises

Reg. requirements, 
Confidence, Knowledge

Take on first students ? Tutoring experience, 
Confidence

Need to do after Accreditation, date unknown

Portfolio assessment 
training

As opp. 
arises

Reg. requirements, 
Confidence, Knowledge 

Shadow portfolio 
assessment tutorials

As opp. 
arises

Reg. requirements, 
Tutoring experience, 
Confidence

Assessment of portfolio 
assessment tutorials

As opp. 
arises 

Reg. requirements, 
Tutoring experience, 
Confidence
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Evaluate 
(Collect information & Evaluate)

Evaluation June 2013

A more recent evaluation of my pathway can be found in Appendix VI, p193.

What is going well?

-I feel the design process worked well in the design of this pathway, which is an improvement from the design of 
my diploma ALP when I didn't really feel sure how to use the design process to draw up a pathway.

-I feel the pathway is fulfilling the functions, and the most important ones to the greatest extent.

-Now the completion of my diploma is in sight I feel I am making good progress along the pathway.

-I am finding the live implementation plan and record a useful tool in reviewing my progress and keeping me on 
track.

-Becoming more involved in the permaculture community turned out not to be the daunting task I had feared it 
would be: I have joined the working group and completed a few small tasks to help organise the Scottish 
convergence in June 2013.

-I feel every step along the pathway is boosting my confidence.

-Opportunities have arisen that were not in my original pathway e.g. becoming an apprentice LAND assessor; 
these might not have arisen if I had not taken steps to make connections and get involved.

-I am more patient than I used to be and not feeling frustrated at my slow progress, as I would have a few years 
ago.

What is going less well/is difficult?

-Finishing my diploma took far longer than expected and so I have only begun to move forward with the 
pathway recently.

-I am concerned I may have to re-do the tutor training as it has taken me so long to finish my diploma; I was 
told before the original training that this might be the case. This would be expensive, though I could probably 
find the money.

-I do not feel I have time to start seeking out implementable projects, other than those which might come up in 
my own garden.

What would I do differently/ what has been tweaked?

- In retrospect my initial pathway should have been a pathway to finishing my diploma as I struggled to make 
progress on this for over a year.

-After writing up my diploma I felt more confident in my design skills and no longer felt it important to have an 
implementable design included early on in my pathway to becoming a tutor. While I still feel more 
implementation experience would be an advantage, I have decided that building confidence, networking and 
knowledge of other existing projects are far more important right now.

-I identified some steps on my pathway as serving only one or two functions when in fact they could serve three 
or four. This is reflected in the updated implementation record.

Lessons for future projects

-A pause in a pathway is not a disaster: it can be picked up again. The pause and the consequent updating may 
even result in a better pathway.

-Look harder for ways in which elements (steps) may serve multiple functions, and watch for steps filling 
functions in a way not expected. Often they will serve the function whether identified or not, but a more long 
term yield may be obtained if it is noticed e.g. an event may unexpectedly boost my confidence; if I notice it has 
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done so and record the achievement the effect may be more permanent.

-Pathways need to be flexible: what seems important when planning a pathway can have changed very quickly 
once a few steps have been taken.

-A 'live', regularly updated implementation plan and record is a valuable tool and, for me, greatly increases the 
effectiveness of a designed pathway. 

-The live implementation plan is far more effective at motivating me to engage with my own learning process 
than attempting to schedule regular reviews in my diary, which is what I had done previously. 

Conclusion
I am now comfortable using the design process to create a learning pathway and feel this design has worked well. 
The design will continue to improve and develop as I move along my pathway towards becoming a diploma 
tutor, and then as I pursue my professional development as a tutor. The main lesson I took from this design is the
value of enabling, as part of the design, the continuous updating of the pathway and the recording and reflecting 
on progress. I feel this is particularly important in pathway/process design, but is likely that some of my other 
designs could benefit from more focus on this area.
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